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Abstract
Auxiliary & Plant Services (A&PS) of the University of California, San Diego set an objective to
become a customer focused and performance driven organization through business process
renewal. At the same time Facilities Management (FM), a division of A&PS, chose to replace
their legacy computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) with an Enterprise-class
Asset and Work Management (EAM) System. A determined IT Director was convinced the
benefits of new technology could best be realized if the technology implementation was driven
through a redesigned business process architecture. This Article tells the story of FM’s
successful business process renewal in its maintenance operations, illustrating the story with
revealing breakthrough examples.
The journey of discovery began with understanding how FM did business. A comprehensive,
high level A&PS process architecture, which included a detailed FM process architecture, was
produced. An analysis of specific FM’s processes uncovered the root causes of the systemic
defects that were causing breakdowns in the processes. Using a powerful reliability centered
business process reference model, FM then launched into a redesign of their processes and
quickly configured the model to match its business. A&PS’ and FM’s performance indicators and
objectives were then added to the model in the Balanced Scorecard framework that already
existed within A&PS. FM’s reliability goals were aligned with A&PS’s business goals. Alignment
and traceability from strategy through business processes to business performance was realized.
The renewed processes drove the Asset and Work Management System’s configuration and
implementation, and the key performance indicators (KPIs) provided a guide for the data
elements the system was configured to capture. This initiative represented A&PS’ first significant
step towards its objective to become a customer-centric performance-driven organization.
FM’s business process architecture first drove the implementation of the new EAM System, and
now provides a reliability-centered roadmap to follow. The renewed processes, designed for
reliability to sustain the life of UCSD’s assets, will lead to a powerful defect-free solution over
time.

Reliability Centered Processes™ Drive Technology
This Case Study reveals how a facilities management organization sought to leverage the
implementation of a new Enterprise-class Asset and Work Management System by linking
reliability to strategy on the one hand and measurement on the other from a business process
perspective.

1. Setting the Stage
At the University of California, San Diego (UCSD), Auxiliary & Plant Services (A&PS)
encompasses a wide-range of business activities, including Facilities Management,
Transportation & Parking Services, Imprints (Full Service reprographics and other printing,
copying, and scanning services), the Campus Research Machine Shop (a metal fabrication,
manufacturing shop), the Early Childhood Education Center (an infant through K child
development center), and the Campus Bookstore. Facilities Management (FM) includes all
maintenance activity on the UC San Diego campus, as well as all Landscaping and Grounds,
Custodial, all Trade Shops, Campus Fleet Operations, the Central Utility Plant, and Special
Events Services.
At the request of Business Affairs at UC San Diego, A&PS hired a consulting group to conduct an
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assessment of Facilities Management’s (FM) operations with the intent to identify opportunities
for improvement. The driver for the assessment was materials spend with a mandate to look at
procurement, maintenance processes, and supporting technologies. Their findings highlighted
the need for increased collaboration, the benefits of combining redundant processes across
A&PS, a lack of resources that drive FM into a reactive maintenance mode, and potential savings
to be made by moving from a reactive to preventative maintenance culture complemented by an
improved training program. The consultants recommended that A&PS implement a new
Enterprise-class Asset and Work Management System (EAM System) to enable these
recommendations. A&PS decided to preface the technology implementation with a renewal of
their business processes to drive the improvements to its business, applications, and technology.
A&PS launched an initiative to address the recommendations of the consulting study with the
intent to become a more business process-driven organization with a clear customer focus. Enter
Information Technology to lead a search to replace FM’s legacy maintenance system.
For FM the EAM System implementation was going to be a complex, lengthy, and expensive
change. “Technology first” is often a compelling approach to attempt change and improvement in
the world of capital intensive assets. Build a better mousetrap to get better performance, or get
rid of that old system and find a new one. This approach has seldom worked well. Painful
experience has forced the realization that there has not been a successful strategy to deliver the
stated ROI. Why not?
“Mistake numero uno for EAM/CMMS designers and marketers was the software
is NOT the change agent that generates return on investment (ROI). The
business process has to be optimized for a particular company and even a
particular maintenance crew before it saves money. Once you have designed the
best practice for your business, you will need a software system to automate the
process. However, starting with the software’s view of best practice is an
albatross that hamstrings all but a handful of customers.”
by Dave Loesch, Oracle Corp.
The 7 Mistakes of CMMS/EAM, A Mea Culpa from a software enthusiast
September 2006
A&PS’ Director of IT was determined not to let technology take the lead yet again. He solicited
the support of A&PS’ senior management team to commit and take a business process
management (BPM) approach rather than technology-driven approach to implement the EAM
System. He convinced FM to put “process first” with the intention that the renewed maintenance
processes would drive the implementation of the EAM System. He then sought the expertise,
methodology, and tools needed to approach the BPM project with certainty.

2. Strategic Intent – What is that?
The concept of Strategic Intent is meant to highlight that an enterprise strategy is nothing other
than the “intention” of carrying out a certain trajectory in the development of the organization.
There can be no “strategy” without this intent, as the lack thereof would render the so-called
“strategy” as nothing more than the wishes and pipe-dreams of management.
The BPM initiative began in earnest by taking a broad look at A&PS. All members of the senior
management team were interviewed to gather the information required to establish A&PS’
strategic intent. FM went through the same exercise to ensure it was aligned with A&PS’
direction. The focus of A&PS’ BPM initiative then shifted to FM processes, the first area chosen
for BPM renewal. A&PS’ goal was to drive change through clearly defined and renewed business
processes.
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The strategic intent exercise brought awareness to external influences that have an impact on the
success of how of business processes are delivered and the way work is conducted. Internally,
A&PS’ mission, vision, goals, SWOTs, high level key performance indicators, critical success
factors, and barriers to change that might put A&PS at risk were articulated.

Figure 1 - A&PS’ Strategic Intent

Working with A&PS’ BPM team, A&PS’ Strategic Intent, Stakeholder List and Business Process
Architecture were drafted followed by the alignment of A&PS’ Strategic Intent with that for FM.
A&PS’ stakeholders, those organizations that had a particular interest or stake in what A&PS
does, are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customers, including Parents, Faculty, Staff, and Students
University influencers
Governmental Agencies
Regulatory agencies
Employees
Unions

Seven business processes out of A&PS’ Business Process Architecture were identified as ‘in
scope’ for renewal to provide a business context for the EAM System implementation:
1. Develop Asset Performance Strategy
2. Commission Assets
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Maintain Assets
Remodel & Reconstruct Assets
Decommission Assets
Support Special
Acquire Goods & Services

Figure 2 - A&PS Business Process Architecture

The strategic intent work had to be done first to articulate the guiding principles and values that
would guide not only the process development and implementation work but the execution of
those processes in the ongoing operation of the business. This work proved its worth when it
was used to validate FM’s renewed process design.

3. The Discovery: Understanding FM plus The As-Is Diagnostic
The first step was to understand FM’s current business processes but only to a degree. The
seven Level 1 processes that were part of the EAM System implementation defined the scope of
the BPM initiative. Each Level 1 process was drilled down to the next level and the flow among
these processes identified. For each Level 2 process the inputs, guides, outputs, and enablers
(IGOEs) were identified and a health check (red dot = broken, yellow dot = needs improvement,
green dot = works well) performed on each IGOE. FM began to see the red dots multiply as work
flowed through the Level 2 processes. As the processes flowed from one end to the other the red
dots began to proliferate and multiply; the processes were broken and the diagrams were
bleeding.
The health check on each IGOE plus the answers to the five questions below provided the raw
data for the analysis of FM’s As-Is processes:
•
•
•

How would you measure this process?
What are the constraints?
What does not work well?
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•
•

What are the root causes of the problems?
Do you have suggestions for improvement?

Figure 3 – Level 2 Process Health Check

This data was used to identify the root cause of failure visible in the symptoms in the As-Is
processes with the intent to eliminate defects as early on in the renewed process design as
possible. KPIs were captured with the intent to drive out performance measures for FM and to
feed into a Balanced Scorecard for A&PS, enabling A&PS to begin the journey towards a
performance driven organization. This approach was the answer to FM’s question: Why were the
IGOEs developed?
Using the work done to understand the current processes, the next step was to seek out the root
cause of the breakdowns. The root cause analysis work stripped away several layers of the
symptoms that shrouded deep problems and found the source. This work was done in
workshops with participation from all levels of the organization, directors through to workers, and
with representation from all components of the end-to-end processes. They provided the
information that was presented back to them in such a way that they saw the health of an end-toend business process flow degenerate.
FM began to clearly see breakdowns in their business processes, why they were failing, and how
one failure caused several others. By targeting the source, they were able to see through the
symptoms and identify the root cause of their problems. Once the problem was clearly identified,
solutions popped to the surface to heal the breakdowns. They saw that addressing one root
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cause problem could clear away many symptoms. They began to see why their world was in
turmoil.

Figure 4 – Symptoms-to-Root Cause Traceability
FM knew they had problems but were unclear why; this process provided the clarity they needed
to understand why they were having difficulty. The Director saw management problems. Those
attending the workshops saw that A&PS’ material spend was a symptom of other problems. FM’s
resources remained stretched, but they realized they were being used inefficiently due to FM’s
reactive way of doing business. It became clear that FM was fundamentally crippled since they
did not have the information they needed, such as a complete asset inventory, to effectively and
efficiently manage UCSD’s assets. Nor did they have clarity about their business processes, the
handoffs, and the principles behind them. Over the years of broken processes Procurement had
been relegated to pushing paper rather than negotiating vendor contracts and managing vendor
relationships. The storeroom had been granted unregulated purchasing power with the use of
purchasing cards. Inventory was not “managed”; it was simply replenished when the bin was
empty. Min/max levels were set arbitrarily. By clearly understanding what events trigger a
process and the inputs required by that process, they saw major improvement opportunities. FM
could benefit by collaborating with Procurement. The storeroom was a massive area of
opportunity but FM had to gather and complete their asset, spare parts and consumable
information and begin to truly plan maintenance. FM could derive great benefits through
collaboration and information sharing with Capital Construction, a separate Vice Chancellery in
the University, by negotiating a formal and mutually understood service level agreement. They
saw these opportunities and many more. It was a powerful experience for all who participated.
(This was the beginning of truly understanding the business processes in place at FM.)
The initial consulting study was of great value to A&PS since it triggered the much-needed BPM
and EAM Systems work. FM realized the initial consulting study’s recommendations were based
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upon symptoms, not problems. Some of the consulting study’s initial assumptions were incorrect.
For example, FM realized they did not know whether they had enough resources or not. It was
possible that FM had sufficient resources but was using them inefficiently to react, not to proceed
according to a well thought out and proactive maintenance plan. In other words, the lack of
resources did not drive FM into a reactive maintenance mode. They were already there. It was
their culture.

4. Stepping into the Future
The suggestions for improvement to the As-Is processes provided solutions to heal their broken
processes. Some improvements were subtle, such as missing policies. Some were obvious,
such as missing information. The sole reason that time and effort was spent to understand
current processes was to gather the raw data needed to analyze the root cause of breakdowns
while capturing suggestions for improvement. It was important to address the root cause of the
problems experienced in FM’s As-Is processes to ensure they were not brought into FM’s future
To-Be processes. The trick was to go only as deep as necessary to find the root cause of those
problems, not to get lost exploring every detail of how each process worked. FM knew their
processes were going to change and they did not want to unknowingly transport the causes of
current breakdowns to the future state. They did not want to jump into a renewal design exercise
without first discovering what was causing their breakdowns so they could fix them. In other
words, FM’s approach was to eliminate defects as early in the business process as possible.
The analyses addressed FM’s question: “How do we eliminate the ‘red dots’?”. This path was
identified by assessing the pain experienced and gain to be had, then prioritizing the suggestions
for improvement. The validation sessions with FM’s managers ensured assumptions made
during the analyses were correct, that all the problems were identified, that the root cause was
accurate and not just another symptom, and that the suggestions for improvement when
implemented would eliminate the ‘red dots’ by addressing the root cause of the problem.
What did FM do with the information that was revealed and captured in this process of discovery?
They prioritized the suggestions for improvement by Level 1 process and placed them into a Year
1-4 bucket according to the gain and the level of pain that could be eliminated superimposed over
a logical-build sequence.
Using this knowledge FM was able to make informed decisions to select among several tactical
alternatives to solve their problems.

5. FM’S To-Be ‘In Scope’ Process Design
The next step was the redesign of FM’s business processes. The long-term intent was to
eventually eliminate redundancy in tasks across A&PS’ business units by identifying and
renewing common business processes for reuse and sharing. Processes would be standardized,
documented, and published, capturing the knowledge of the people that do the work. Because of
the pending EAM System implementation, FM was the first business unit to take the BPM plunge
and redesign its processes.
To fast-track FM’s renewal process, an RCM-friendly business process reference model, the
Reliability Improvement Starter Kit™ (RISK), was introduced to FM. This starter kit was used to
quickly show FM the best business process practices in maintenance and reliability. It was a rich
starting point for FM to envision what they wanted their future to look like. The value of RISK as a
reference model for FM was:
•

End-to-end business processes with integrity were already defined and populated with:
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o
o
o
o

guides
the connection among strategic processes and tactical processes
a Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) supportable business process framework
clearly defined handoffs, for example from Maintain Assets to Operate Warehouse and
Acquire Goods & Services

•

Process Definitions and Activities for lower level processes were defined that could easily
and quickly be configured to match FM’s culture and technologies

•

a Balanced Scorecard populated with:
o a powerful measurement framework
o related key performance indicators (KPI) cross-referenced in key performance areas
(KPAs) and linked to processes to collectively measure the effectiveness and efficiency
of that business process

•

RCM-friendly processes designed for reliability to manage the life of an asset throughout its
life cycle bookend the day-to-day maintenance processes of requesting, planning, executing
and closing of work

RISK defined enabling, core, and guiding processes designed to manage the life cycle of UCSD’s
capital intensive assets.
The intent was to use RISK as a starting point for FM’s redesigned processes. But once they
understood it, they loved it. FM embraced the model from end-to-end. For processes that were
not defined in RISK, processes were found in the reference model and reused to very quickly
construct a renewed process. As the To-Be design workshops progressed:
•

RISK’s reference model processes were adopted

•

New processes were introduced, e.g. FM’s As-Is Acquire Goods & Services process was split
into two processes per the construct of the RISK reference model:
1. Acquire Goods & Services
2. Operate Storehouse
This identification of two processes along with the supporting detail was a breakthrough in
understanding and clarity for FM.
Another breakthrough was a clear understanding of the triggers that drive the need to stock
spare parts: critical parts, (planned) usage.

•

RISK reference model business processes were examined for commonality, repeatability,
and share-ability and used to quickly design FM To-Be processes that were not directly part
of RISK

This approach succeeded taking two weeks to execute. It met one of A&PS’ BPM goals to
identify common processes. FM adopted RISK’s process design as a guiding To-Be framework
to grow into over the next years. In buying into the RISK reference model, it is estimated A&PS
saved between one and two years of development time to design their To-Be processes.
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Figure 5 – RISK Sample Process Diagram

6. Aligning the Technology
The To-Be processes, based on the RISK reference model, were then used to guide the
implementation of the EAM System. While internal pressures to change the existing legacy
systems were forcing the redeployment of resources from the BPM project to the implementation
project, it was necessary to ensure that the effort expended to develop the process architecture
were leveraged in the implementation.
To ensure that this happened, the To-Be process architecture core processes became the
blueprints for the functional application areas. While full, detailed procedural workflow was being
designed, reference to the architecture was consistently applied. This approach has allowed FM
to align the technology with the activities, processes, and strategic intent of the organization. The
remaining task to complete the circle in this instance is to document the detailed swimlane
workflow within the process repository itself.

7. Measuring Success: FM’s Balanced Scorecard
FM adopted RISK’s pre-built measurement framework constructed in Balanced Scorecard format
where key performance areas link to internal business processes and reflect the interactions and
dependencies across that process. A key performance area is a set of linked measures designed
to measure the performance of a business process. Because everything is connected to
everything else, no one measure can indicate how well a process is performing. The key
performance areas are designed to alert those monitoring performance to investigate, not to
judge, what is happening. Caution was advised when using the measures since there may be
tuning required in the measurement model. For example, the data might be inaccurate, the
wrong thing might be being measured, or the measure might be a symptom of another problem.
As an example of how the Balanced Scorecard can be used as a management tool for FM, the
table below illustrates how Return On Capital Expended (Financial) to build UCSD’s assets is
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influenced by the perspectives of:
•

Customer
Customer Satisfaction and Loyalty are measures that are influenced by the reliability of
UCSD’s assets and response time to requested/executed work.

•

Internal Business Processes

•

Learning & Growth

providing line of sight from the financial perspective through to the employee. The targets for
performance improvement are to be set by process owners, then monitored by the owners and
reported back to A&PS’ senior management team.
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Figure 6 – Key Performance Area from Balanced Scorecard
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Balanced Scorecard
Perspective

Performance Drivers
(efficiency)

Financial

Outcome Measures
(effectiveness)

Project

-Return On Capital
Expended (ROCE)

Customer

-Repeat & expanding
business

Internal / Business
Process

-Quality
-Response Time
-Cost

Innovation & Learning &
Growth

-Safety Violations
-Lost-time Incidents
-Crew / Employee
Productivity

-Customer loyalty ($ spent
with A&PS)
-Customer Satisfaction
(survey)
-Asset Availability (% or hrs)
-# Unplanned Outages
-Plant Available Capacity
-Plant Availability (operating
vs total hrs)
-Plant Operating Cost
-Cost of Maintenance /
Production Unit (sq. ft.,
acre)

-Employee Skills
-Employee Satisfaction
-IT Availability
-Safety Performance
-Environmental
Performance
-Community Performance

-Renew Business Processes

Recommendations per:
-Plan Work
-Execute Work
-Schedule Work
-Provide Fiduciary Control
-Acquire Goods & Services
-Manage Inventory (Operate
Warehouse)
-Plan Stock
-Analyze Vendor / Supplier
Performance
-Analyze Warehouse
Performance
-Train workforce
-Execute Communications
Plan

“Every measure selected for a Balanced Scorecard should be an element in a
chain of cause-and-effect relationships that communicates the meaning of the
business unit’s strategy to the organization”
by Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton The Balanced Scorecard, 1996
The key performance indicators identified in the strategic intent and the performance indicators
gathered in the root cause analysis exercise were appended to the Balanced Scorecard for A&PS
and FM respectively. These measures guided the EAM System implementation team to
configure the data, systems, and interfaces to provide measurement data electronically. FM’s ToBe processes were prioritized in a pain / gain exercise to guide the implementation of BPM-driven
changes within FM including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

connect day-to-day processes with an over-arching maintenance strategy
renewed RCM-friendly processes
measures and targets
the implementation of the enabling EAM System
policies: introduce new, enforce existing, or redesign / delete
training and education to enhance understanding and increase capability within A&PS and
the broader campus community
changes to facilities, particularly in the storehouse
a concerns-driven communications plan
organization where no changes were required

FM took a multi-phase approach to implementing the EAM System and its new processes. RISK
provided the vision and a roadmap of what to do and how to get to where they want to be.
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8. The Ongoing Final Result
FM’s strategic intent was a valuable guide for the development of FM’s vision. In retrospect FM’s
business process solution clearly addressed the SWOT analysis: strengths were leveraged, its
weaknesses strengthened, opportunities embraced, and threats mitigated.
The initial consulting study provided valuable insights into FM’s sourcing, procurement, and
materials management processes. Although thorough, the study highlighted symptoms of FM’s
problems, not their root cause. The BPM analysis peeled away the shroud of symptoms
identifying problems and uncovering root cause. FM now had:
•
•
•

a clear understanding of what to do to address the root cause of problems
a prioritized To-Be business process framework to grow into over time
a measurement framework to monitor progress

It had a roadmap to guide them through to manifest the future they envisioned in their strategic
intent.
A series of tools has both placed FM where it is today and will lead FM to where they want to go.
TOOL
1. BPM architecture and process renewal
2. EAM System Implementation
3. Systems Thinking/Dynamics
4.

RISK implementation

PURPOSE
Define ‘what’ and ‘how’
Primary enabler of renewed processes
Educate staff and model potential process
interventions
Implement change and improvement

A&PS’ determined IT Director views this series of tools as serving an educational process for the
entire organization, without which the effort would be much more difficult, if not impossible, to
achieve. Sustaining the momentum of change and leveraging the benefits brought by each of
these tools can only be realized through appropriate application of these individual tools and
consistent focus on the improvement of the organization.
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